All of our gins are available in 25ml measures upon request
50ml Measure
£5.00

GIN

Beefeater
A premium gin which is crisp and refreshing, originating in England
Beefeater24
Beefeater 24 is a sophisticated gin with a blend of fine botanicals and exotic teas.

£7.00

Tanqueray
Renowned for its flavour and honoured as one of the world’s most awarded gins.

£5.50

Tanqueray 10
£7.50
Tanqueray No. TEN gin is an homage to the passion and attention to detail that Charles Tanqueray stood for. Crafted with the perfect
martini in mind, the fresh citrus fruits of No. Ten perfectly complement and capture the exquisite essence of the ultimate martini.
Bombay Sapphire
Trendy younger sibling to Bombay Original, on whose recipe it is based (with a couple of extra botanicals).
Credited with kick-starting gin’s fashion ability since its launch in 1987, Bombay Sapphire has become
a truly iconic brand, with its distinctive blue bottle recognisable in bars the world over.

£6.00

Star of Bombay
Star of Bombay is a higher-strength, super-premium variant of Bombay Sapphire. The classic notes of juniper, angelica and
coriander have been intensified, with the addition of bergamot and ambrette seeds offering extra exoticness. A rich and intense gin.

£8.00

Hayman’s London Dry
This family recipe of 10 trusted botanicals. We measure, by hand, just the right balance of juniper, coriander,
lemon peel and orange peel, as well as angelica, orris root, cinnamon, cassia bark, nutmeg and liquorice. Then steep
those botanicals in English wheat spirit for a whole day prior to distillation, which allows the oils and essences to
infuse fully. Such care and attention, and the following of original methods, ensures that Hayman’s London Dry
Gin remains a classic gin. Fresh, crisp and elegant, with a lively citrus finish. Just the way it should be.

£6.50

Hayman’s Family reserve
£8.50
We took inspiration from the grand London Gin Palaces and made something a little different. A limited edition that’s released in small
batches of 5000 bottles, each individually numbered .Our Family Reserve Gin is wonderfully smooth, rounded and well-balanced,
with peppery and spicy notes from the dominant botanicals, juniper and coriander, adding to its full-flavoured individuality.
Chase Williams Great British
Similarly to our Elegant Gin, our Williams GB Gin is made from our own single-estate vodka that is grown, fermented, distilled and
bottled on our family farm deep in middle England. We infuse juniper buds and berries to ensure that we distil the driest gin possible,
followed by 10 fine botanicals including; cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger, almond, coriander, cardamom, cloves, liquorice and lemon

£7.00

Chase Elegant
An elegant gin, offering a full bodied, sharp, yet fruity experience with tears and true provenance

£9.00

Sipsmith
The quintessential expression of a classic, traditional London Dry Gin. Bold, complex and
aromatic – smooth enough for a Martini, but rich and balanced, perfect for a G&T.

£7.50

Sipsmith gin VJOP
Imagine the botanicals as components in an orchestra, here we have taken the lead instrument, juniper, and amplified its presence
in the ensemble, then raised the decibels by increasing the proof of alcohol. The result is our very own symphony in ‘J’ major.

£9.50

FEVER TREE

Aromatic
Elderflower
Lemonade
Sicilian Lemonade
Bitter Lemonade

£2.25
£2.25
£2.25
£2.25
£2.25

Ginger Ale
Mediterranean Tonic
Tonic
Light Tonic
Soda

£2.25
£2.25
£2.25
£2.25
£2.25

Choose one of the below garnishes
Cucumber & rosemary / Lime & grapefruit / Lemon & thyme / Strawberry & mint / Orange & cinnamon
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A discretionary 12.5% service charge will be added to your bill. All our food is prepared in a kitchen where nuts, gluten and other allergens are present. Our menu descriptions do not include all ingredients. If you have a food allergy please
let us know before ordering. Full allergen information is available. Please advise your server if you have any allergies or require information on ingredients in our dishes. Although every care has been taken to remove bones, some may remain.

WATER

Bottle

Filtered Great British still or sparkling

£2.50

BEERS, STOUT,ALES & CIDERS

½ Pint/Pint

Frontier Lager, London
Guinness Stout, Ireland

£3.95/£5.95
£3.95/£5.95
Bottle

Fuller’s London Pride, Chiswick, London
Meantime London Lager, Greenwich, London
Meantime London Stout, Greenwich, London
Meantime Wheat, Greenwich, London
Harviestoun Schiehallion, Alva, Scotland
Cornish Orchard Gold Apple Cider, Cornwall, England
Cornish Orchard Pear Cider, Cornwall, England
Cornish Orchard Blush Cider, Cornwall, England

£5.00
£4.00
£5.00
£4.75
£5.75
£5.25
£5.25
£5.25

SOFT DRINKS
£3.75
£3.75
£3.75
£3.75
£3.75
£3.75
£3.75
£2.25

Fentimans Victorian Lemonade
Fentimans Orange Jigger
Fentimans Ginger Beer
Fentimans Rose Lemonade
Coke Zero
Diet Coke
Coke
Fever Tree Mixers

TEAS
£3.50
£3.50
£3.50
£3.50
£3.50
£3.50
£3.50
£3.50
£3.50
£3.50

English Breakfast
Earl Grey
Assam
Darjeeling
Ceylon
Chinese Sencha
Lapsang Souchong
Kenyan
Chamomile Flowers
Fresh Mint

COFFEES
£3.50
£3.50
£3.50
£2.50
£3.00
£2.75
£3.25
£3.50
£3.50

Americano
Latte
Cappuccino
Espresso
Double Espresso
Macchiato
Double Macchiato
Mocha
Hot Chocolate
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